MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT: Proceedings – Air Force Central-Great Lakes Region Airspace/Range
Council – Management Session
1. GENERAL
The Air Force Central-Great Lakes Region Airspace/Range Council – Management Session
began at 1:00 p.m. on 29 July 2003 at the Volk Combat Readiness Training Center (CRTC)
Conference Center in Camp Douglas, Wisconsin. The Volk CRTC hosted the meeting and
provided outstanding support (Major Smith, Volk CRTC/Director of Operations).
2. COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS FOR 29 JULY 2003
A. Welcoming Remarks
Colonel Neumann (Volk CRTC Commander, Council Co-Chairman) welcomed
everyone to the meeting. He encouraged open dialogue and emphasized the importance
of interagency communications. Colonel Neumann explained that during the DoD session
that morning we talked about needs and how we impact each other. Major Smith offered
some administrative remarks. Colonel Wilson (Headquarters U.S. Air Force, Deputy
Associate Director for Ranges and Airspace, Regional Co-Chair) added his welcome.
Participants introduced themselves.
Major General Sullivan (Assistant Adjutant General for Air, Ohio Air National Guard
and National Airspace/Range Executive Council Co-Chairman) added his welcome and
thanked all that were in attendance, especially the fine FAA representation. General
Sullivan added that this is a good honest approach to solving our problems.
B. National Overview
Colonel Wilson pointed out that charts were around the room that depicted the airspace
used by the military. Other charts provide a comparison of population, federal lands and
civilian air traffic. A new chart we have not had in the past is the EPA Regions and Clean
Air Act Areas of Non-Attainment. He described the realignment of the Airspace/Range
Council regions. The state of Virginia has been aligned with the combined SouthernSouthwest Region. The state of New Mexico has been aligned with the Western/Pacific
Region. Colonel Wilson pointed out the significance of the White Sands Missile Test
Airspace and the impact it has on the flight patterns of civilian aircraft. The center of the
country from Texas to North Dakota has the least public land and the lowest population.
Overviews of commercial air traffic flows clearly illustrated the immense job the FAA
has of providing equal support to DoD and non-military requirements.
The CEOs of the major air carriers have stated that by implementing the National
Airspace Redesign the airlines could save billions in system efficiencies throughout the
National Airspace System. Our DoD “CEOs” need to be equally visible advocates for
our readiness requirements, while demonstrating our willingness to cooperate where
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possible with the efficient operation of the National Airspace System. The steps are:
Develop a clear understanding of our requirements; task the DoD Policy Board on
Federal Aviation to determine a DoD game plan; and working with the FAA, design
operational and environmental processes to accommodate DoD needs for the future.
DoD sees their ranges as training opportunities to practice realistic targeting and
deliveries, especially precision guided munitions. Colonel Wilson provided slides of
targets in Iraq that were surgically destroyed by precision guided weapons while leaving
a mosque in the center of the target area completely untouched. Non-DoD personnel see
our ranges as cultural resources, with hunting and grazing, support for endangered
species, recreation, logging, fishing, agriculture, and wetlands. DoD recognizes these
important attributes and aggressively supports our environmental responsibilities.
A graph presented by Colonel Wilson showed the growth of environmentally associated
laws from 1920 to the present. The impact of legal requirements is magnified when a
planning process and communications are weak.
The Air Force has adopted a plan to take ranges from “cradle to grave.” Life Cycle
Management considers everything to do with a range from design to closure. In the
design phase, ranges have to meet operational requirements, facilitate clearance and
minimize impacts, use realistic, recyclable targets when possible, and consider current
and final land use. Several slides were shown illustrating very realistic targets that were
fabricated from metal frames and galvanized sheeting. These targets are referred to as
Joint Modular Ground Targets (JMGT) and cost less to manufacture and replace than
surplus equipment targets. JMGTs can offer the same visual cues, electronic cues, and
heat cues as the targets they are simulating.
Ranges have to be managed during use by means of period range clearances. They will
be in accordance with the Unexploded Ordnance (UXO)/Range Management Plan.
Additionally, there will be a periodic review and validation of the Range Management
Plan.
Plastic sub-scale munitions are being evaluated for a replacement of the current twentyfive pound BDU-33 sub-scale munition. BDU-33s are primarily made of iron with a
small shotgun-like spotting charge in the nose. Determining whether a spotting charge
has been expended is very difficult. The plastic sub-scale munition may be a logical
replacement.
When there is no further need for an Air Force range, Civil Engineering and other
stakeholders will develop a closure plan. They will use archived reviews and surveys to
aid them in their decision making process.
A new Air National Guard range has been proposed for support of the Montana Air
National Guard (ANG). The Montana ANG flies the F-16 aircraft and until recently were
responsible for Air Defense of the northern U.S. The unit has converted to a General
Purpose mission that requires about sixty percent of their training to be in air-to-ground
weapons deliveries and the balance in air-to-air employment techniques. The closest
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range was over three hundred and fifty miles one way making realistic training extremely
difficult. Almost all of the flight time would be dedicated to getting to and from the
range with little tactical value.
The local Montana ANG unit encouraged strong community support for a project that
will be developed on Native American lands. The Environmental Impact Study is
complete and a Record of Decision signed. A land acquisition waiver was signed by the
Office of the Secretary of Defense on 6 May 2003. The project has strong congressional
support.
The challenge of any outreach effort is effective communication.
While an
interdisciplinary team of Air Staff, Major Commands, and their units is crucial, it is the
leadership of the proponent that is the key to a successful effort. . We need to identify,
communicate, cooperate, and collaborate with sister services, Federal and State agencies,
tribal governments, local community groups and the public. Partnerships need to be
established that enhance operations, and address agency, local government and public
needs. We have to maintain partnerships for the long term – and collaborate on future
planning.
The purpose of the Air Force/National Park Sourcebook is to get people to talk to each
other. The Sourcebook was developed using a focus group composed of members of the
AF (Air Force) and the NPS (National Park Service) with the National Parks
Conservation Association in attendance. There are 284 NPS units within 20 miles of AF
installations, DoD ranges, Special Use Airspace (SUA) or Military Training Routes
(MTRs). The Sourcebook for the Western Pacific region was published November 2002.
It contains “Success Stories” that illustrate how dual missions can be accomplished
through collaboration and placing both parties in a mutually beneficial situation.
AF ranges and airspace have unique capabilities which cannot be duplicated. They
provide the realism needed to continuously enhance our readiness. Integral to this process
are considerations for the land, airspace, natural/cultural resources, UXO/Target removal,
infrastructure, instrumentation, and electronic threat simulation. The elements of success
are to sustain operations, sustain the environment, and sustain community support.
C. FAA – Manager, Tactical Operations – Update
Mr. Everson (FAA Midwest ATT-5) and Mr. Gallo (FAA Northeast ATT-4). After
reviewing the areas for which they are responsible, Mr. Everson outlined the many dayto-day responsibilities shared by both gentlemen and the other three MTOs.
The MTOs have oversight of Traffic Management personnel and serve as expert ATC
advisors, keeping field facilities, Air Traffic Division Managers, and National Operations
Managers (ATCSCC) aware of Traffic Management initiatives and problems. They
provide daily updates to customers on real-time Traffic Management issues and previous
day's activities.
The MTO provides oversight on day-to-day Traffic Management operations within their
area of responsibility. In short, they aid the facilities manager. Of particular note to the
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military, the MTO participates in the planning of military exercises to provide interface
with the ATC system and Traffic Management initiatives that may be affected.
Additionally, the MTOs collaborate with the Air Traffic Control System Command
Center (ATCSCC) and other regions to mitigate system constraints and minimize delays.
They also promote efficient, flexible and proactive planning in use of available routes,
airspace, Severe Weather (SWAP) procedures and all other coordination activities related
to Traffic Management.
Some of the common tactical functions include acting as Point of Contact for Traffic
Management, provide oversight on day-to-day Traffic Management operations within
each MTO’s area of responsibility, communicate daily operations with air traffic
facilities, ATCSCC and customers regarding recent operations, initiatives and restrictions,
and conduct strategic planning with facilities. A byproduct of these functions was the
formation of the very successful Alpena Working Group -- a group designed to address
military and civilian airspace requirements in and around the Lake Huron airspace
complex and negotiate solutions by means of a daily teleconference with all players.
Daily conversations have raised the level of awareness of everybody’s needs.
Some of the common near-term objectives are, but not limited to, collaboration with
ATCSCC and other regions to mitigate system constraints and minimize delays, promote
the efficient use of available routes, airspace and all coordination activities such as severe
weather (SWAP) planning, and enhance and facilitate “system” focus on Traffic
Management and current operations. Bottom line: the focus is on collaboration.
Common long-term objectives are to foster collaborative customer involvement in
strategic Traffic Management planning, develop operational issue tracking, and ensure
Traffic Management involvement in system changes and their impacts. One of the real
challenges is how can they do it quicker.
Common goals of MTOs are to improve efficiency and effectiveness of Tactical
Operations and enhance responsiveness to customer issues and ensure system benefits are
achieved. The MTOs do a lot of follow-up and critiques.
Colonel Wilson stated that the MTOs are our advocates. When asked if the airspace
denials were regarded as “small potatoes,” Mr. Everson stated emphatically that was not
the case. DoD has to communicate its needs. An overall awareness of the military needs
has increased but a lot of work needs to be done. The earlier in the process we identify
our needs, the better chance we have of meeting them.
Mr. Everson responded to the question of a possible lack of communications between Air
Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC) by saying that if units experienced this problem,
they should contact him. A prime example would be the Missouri ANG 131 FW
concerns with access to Lindbergh Military Operations Area (MOA) due to location of
Lindbergh in two ARTCC areas of responsibility, Kansas City and Memphis.
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The National Airspace Redesign (NAS) does consider the military mission, according to
Mr. Everson. He acknowledged Colonel Atkins’ (HQ FAA/AAT-4) efforts at improving
communications and assuring military needs are represented in the NAS airspace
redesign.
ARTCC boundaries may change in the future as the NAS redesign comes into play but
more technology is needed by the FAA before that can happen. Flexibility has to be a
major key for all players in the NAS redesign. Flexibility will be very important to DoD
as new aircraft are fielded and mission requirements change.
General Sullivan observed that we tend to focus on SUA volume, but should also be
concerned with time, especially in the NAS redesign. Communication and education are
very important and common goals. Predictability, accessibility, and flexibility are
reflections of important DoD and FAA goals. Major Smith added that we need to be
careful and realistic about what we ask for with a lot of emphasis on safety.
D. Unit Operations and Briefings
ANG Michigan – 110th Fighter Wing – Major Cuel. The 110th deployed to support
Operation Iraqi Freedom. The A-10 is a versatile and effective aircraft primarily
designed for Close Air Support (CAS) and anti-armor weapons deliveries. Major Cuel
illustrated actual Heads-up Display (HUD) footage of a live fire mission on enemy
positions utilizing the A-10’s 30mm cannon. The cannon is the main weapon for the A10, though the aircraft also employs air-to-ground anti-armor Maverick missiles, a wide
variety of bombs, and possesses air-to-air defensive capability with heat seeking
Sidewinder missiles. The second footage provided by Major Cuel was HUD video of a
Maverick missile shot at a revetted Iraqi tank that was destroyed.
The 110th Fighter Wing is satisfied with their training airspace and resources and
especially the new Hersey MOA. A new weapons support system, the Litening II Pod, is
scheduled for use by the A-10s from Michigan. This may require larger pieces of training
space to be able to train realistically.
ANG Missouri – 131st Fighter Wing – Lt Col Mohr. The air-to-air version of the F-15
fighter aircraft is assigned to the St. Louis based 131 st Fighter Wing. Used in an air
superiority role with no air-to-ground responsibilities, the F-15 is the premier air
dominance aircraft today with a superior kill ratio. Normally, the F-15s are the first airto-air aircraft in a combat zone with the responsibility of sanitizing the airspace of enemy
aircraft from the surface to 50,000 feet.
Their unit flies approximately 2200 hours annually. To train realistically, the unit needs
to train above 35,000 feet and up to 50,000 feet, as they do in combat. This would allow
them to maximize the effectiveness of their radars and weapons. The onboard radar goes
out to 160 nautical miles, so large parcels of airspace are required to achieve realistic
training.
Lt Col Mohr explained the design of their primary training airspace, the Lindbergh MOA.
Lindbergh is large enough to train realistically but the unit has a difficult time getting all
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of the airspace because of FAA constraints. Memphis Air Route Traffic Control Center
owns the southern half of Lindbergh MOA and routinely takes it away, thereby greatly
reducing training effectiveness.
On the positive side, Air Refueling Route 111 that previously ran through the south end
of Lindbergh has been moved away with the cooperation of Memphis Center. It did take
three years to get it done but the result was positive.
ANG South Dakota – 114th Fighter Wing – Lt Col Hanson. The 114th Fighter Wing
flies F-16s in a General Purpose role, i.e,, 60 percent air-to-ground and 40 percent air-toair. Their earlier air-to-ground tasking required weapons deliveries of “dumb bombs” -bombs that had no guidance once released from the aircraft. With the advent of precision
guided munitions and the nature of surgical weapons deliveries, it has become a
requirement to train accordingly. Pods have been added to the aircraft that facilitate
precision weapons deliveries from stand-off ranges that can be as much as 20 nautical
miles from the target.
Mission profiles include Close Air Support (CAS), air interdiction, time sensitive tasking,
Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR), Forward Air Controller (FAC), defensive counter air
tactics, offensive air tactics, and Night Vision Goggle (NVG) usage.
The closest air-to-ground range is 300 nautical miles away, however there are good
MOAs in the area for simulated weapons deliveries and air-to-air training.
ANG Wisconsin – 115th Fighter Wing – Captain Kay. The 115th Fighter Wing flies the
F-16 aircraft with a General Purpose role. Their primary airspace is the Volk complex in
central Wisconsin.
Captain Kay thanked Minneapolis and Chicago FAA personnel for the great support they
offered the ANG. The unit does not experience too many airspace problems. Scheduling
and access to the airspace because of other military users seems to be the main concern.
ANG Indiana – 122nd Fighter Wing – Major Carroll. The 122nd Fighter Wing does not
have too many airspace problems, according to Major Carroll. Access to and capping of
Hilltop MOA in Indiana had been a problem in the past, but the situation has greatly
improved over the past year.
ANG Michigan – 127th Wing – Lt Col Dierkes. The 127th unit flies the F-16 aircraft in a
General Purpose role to include the use of a reconnaissance pod. Selfridge ANG Base is
also host to C-130 airlift aircraft, KC-135 air refueling (927 ARW) tanker aircraft, and
Coast Guard helicopters (HH-65 Dauphin).
A typical flying schedule for the 127th Wing F-16s are 12 flights on Mondays and
Tuesdays, 18 flights on Wednesday, and 12 on Thursday with 6 of those at night. The
unit normally flies 10 out of 12 Unit Training Assemblies or drill weekends. A 24 hour
alert status is also maintained for Homeland Defense.
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Airspace used by the Wing includes the Alpena, Michigan airspace complex, Grayling
air-to-ground bombing range, and various Military Training Routes (MTRs) in Michigan.
The unit also uses Atterbury and Jefferson Ranges in Indiana and Hardwood Range in
Wisconsin, but not as frequently because they are too far away to be effective. 12 Mile
MOA, Brush Creek, and Buckeye MOAs are used when available. Scheduling for Brush
Creek and Buckeye is very limited due to the high usage by the 178 th Fighter Wing at
Springfield, Ohio.
ANG Iowa – 132nd Fighter Wing – Captain Walters. The unit has 16 jets that are about
10 years old. They are equipped with GPS and targeting pods that allow them to employ
laser guided bombs day or night.
Crypt MOA is their primary air-to-air airspace. Air-to-ground tactics are practiced at
Hardwood Range in Wisconsin and Smoky Hill Range in Kansas. Both ranges are a long
distance away. Crypt MOA is segregated into 3 sections and is suitable for large scale
exercises if all are available. The normal usage for Crypt is from 8,000 feet to 35,000
feet. However, the FAA routinely caps portions of Crypt thereby restricting realistic
training. A new engine modification for the F-16 will permit higher altitude engagements
and will require larger parcels of airspace to train realistically.
The unit uses satellite imagery to practice attacks on geographic features to prepare for
combat missions. They primarily train in the Midwest to prepare for targets over hostile
territory. However, they support Contingency Operations around the world such as Iraq,
Operations Northern Watch, Operations Southern Watch, and Afghanistan.
ANG Minnesota – 148th Fighter Wing – Captain Zierden. The 148th Fighter Wing has
converted from an F-16 Air Defense role to a General Purpose role. They are fortunate to
have pretty good airspace and an air-to-ground range close by.
ANG Ohio 178th Fighter Wing – Lt Col Carpenter. The 178th Fighter Wing is now a
school house for pilots to upgrade into the F-16 aircraft. Consequently, Buckeye and
Brush Creek MOAs are very important to the unit to accomplish realistic and timely
training in accordance with an established syllabus. A new MOA has been proposed for
Jefferson Range in southeastern Indiana and is very important to the 178 th for required
medium altitude weapons delivery training.
Night Vision Goggle training is also a part of the required training syllabus. The 178 th
has briefed all airports within a 100 nautical mile radius of Buckeye MOA about NVG
training in the Buckeye airspace. Letters have been sent to the FAA Flight Service
Stations and pilots in the area. Maps delineating the area’s military airspace are available
for distribution.
ANG Ohio – 180th Fighter Wing – Major Bell. The airspace most commonly used for
the unit’s F-16 training is Buckeye MOA. The unit also utilizes Steelhead MOA to the
north and Grayling Range in Michigan and two Indiana ranges, Jefferson, and Atterbury.
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ANG Indiana – 181st Fighter Wing – Captain Meyer. This Indiana-based F-16 unit
employs multiple weaponry for air-to-air, defensive and offensive counter air tactics that
include proficiency with radar guided missiles, heat seeking missiles, Advanced Medium
Range Air-to-Air Missiles (AMRAAM), and the 20mm cannon.
Air-to-ground proficiency is maintained for delivery of unguided bombs, guided
weapons, and the 20mm cannon. Combat Search and Rescue is another mission
requirement for this unit and all tactics have to be practiced day or night with the use of
NVGs.
The 181st has participated in 6 months of Northern Watch over the past 2 years as well as
live weapons deliveries in that theatre of operations.
Thanks to the effort of ANG/C4RA, the 181 st will soon be able to train at night with
NVGs in the Red Hills MOA. However, Kansas City Air Route Traffic Control Center is
proposing to expand their use of the MOA during the afternoon for commercial traffic
which is in direct conflict with the 181st mission times. This will severely hamper the
181st ability to use this MOA during these times and the issue appears to be unresolved.
AFRC – Wisconsin – 440th Airlift Wing – Major Polashek. The missions of the 440th
are varied and include airdrop, airland, aeromedical evacuation, and search and rescue.
Over 10 different airdrop methods are practiced and qualifications maintained by the men
and women of this unit. Altitude used during airdrops varies by the type of extraction but
can be just above the surface to high altitude. Typical airdrops may include heavy
equipment, personnel, a container delivery system, combinations of equipment and
personnel, door bundles, and freefall.
Airland operations involve takeoff and landings on unprepared surfaces, engine running
offloads and onloads, aeromedical evacuation, and night vision goggle takeoff/landings
and ground operations.
The 440th has participated in numerous real world missions. Southern Watch, Joint
Guardian, Shining Hope, Allied Force, missions in the Peru/Ecuador border conflict,
counter narcotic missions, and other Southern Command operations are but a few of this
unit’s military operations.
Due to the outstanding support of the Volk Field facilities, and specifically the efforts of
Major Smith, the 440th recently achieved NVG qualifications for all of their aircrews.
AFRC - Indiana – 434th Air Refueling Wing – Lt Col Schwarz. The KC-135 air
refueling aircraft carries 200,000 pounds of fuel or approximately 31,000 gallons of jet
fuel. Most of the fuel is available for off-load to other aircraft during flight at a rate of
approximately 1,000 gallons a minute. Refueling altitudes vary from 12,000 feet to the
mid twenties. Half of their domestic refueling exercises are track refueling and the other
half are MOA/orbit refueling. Because the air refueling tankers are such an important
part of our military efforts abroad, they need to practice realistic procedures domestically.
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ANG Wisconsin – 128th Air Refueling Wing – Lt Col Knoll. The unit does not have any
serious issues and airspace coordination has been good.
USAF Nebraska – 55th Wing – Major Doosen. The overall mission of the 55th Wing is
to provide world-wide reconnaissance, command and control, and combat support critical
to warfighting commanders and national leadership.
The workhorse mission of the 55th is reconnaissance. To accomplish this mission, the
Wing flies a couple of variants of the RC-135. These include the RC-135 V/W or
“RIVET JOINT” which is a Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) collection platform and the Umodel “COMBAT SENT.” The COMBAT SENT is a scientific and technical collection
platform. Whereas both aircraft fly worldwide missions in support of both the national
command authority’s intelligence requirements, the RJ also provides “tactical” combat
support to theater commanders. The other reconnaissance platform within the Wing is
the RC-135S “COBRA BALL.” The BALL provides Measurement and Signature Intel,
otherwise known as MASINT to both National Command Authority and theater
commanders. MASINT includes optical information on missile threats. The BALL is a
central player in the US tactical and national missile defense programs.
The Wing also has treaty verification missions. This mission is carried out by the WC135 CONSTANT PHEONIX, which conducts air sampling in support of the Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty; and the OC-135 OPEN SKIES, which conducts confidence building
measures among nations signed up to the OPEN SKIES Treaty. Although the aircraft
were built in the early ’60s, they are continually modified to meet the current threat, and
to take advantage of current technologies. The latest upgrade includes “R-model”
engines which will improve the RJ’s ability operate from more diverse fields, go farther
and loiter longer. The first R-model is slated to arrive the middle of this year.
The 55th Wing has operating locations all over the world. Many are Forward Operation
Locations (FOL) while others are used as operation locations that provide local support
for the flying missions.
ANG Kansas – 134th Air Control Squadron - Captain Lundgren. The 134th is a military
radar unit, part of a Control Reporting Center, that can be deployed anywhere in the
world to provide a recognizable air picture to military commanders. They provide
surveillance, data links, Ground Controlled Intercepts (GCI), and Air Traffic functions.
Their primary radar can “see” from one mile to 240 nautical miles and up to 95,500 feet.
The Air Control Squadron works in harmony with Kansas City Air Route Traffic Control
and Wichita Approach Control. Air Refueling route 653, Bison MOA, Smoky MOA
(associated with Smoky Hill Range), and Eureka MOA are just a few samples of military
airspace controlled by the 134th ACS.
ANG Michigan – Alpena Combat Readiness Training Center (CRTC) – Lt Col Sansom.
Colonel Samson gave an overview of the Air National Guard CRTCs. Field Training Sites
were established to provide a bare base environment for Air Guard units to perform
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annual training. The mission was to equip and maintain the installation and provide
logistical support to any unit designated by the Chief, National Guard Bureau, to utilize
the facilities. In 1952, nine Training Sites were established. Today, only four remain.
Over the years, the core concept and purpose for the CRTCs has not changed; however,
training needs and mission requirements have.
Contingency operations, AEF
development, and Joint Readiness have become the norm instead of the exception. In
1987, the sites were renamed Combat Readiness Training Centers. The Mission
Statement is “To provide an integrated, year-round, realistic training environment
(airspace, facilities, equipment) for units to enhance their combat capability.”
CRTCs are located at Alpena, MI, Gulfport, MS, Savannah, GA, and Volk Field, WI. All
have associated Air-to-Ground Gunnery Ranges, Instrumented Air-to-Air Ranges, and
Integrated Threat Simulators. Facilities and resources support deployed unit training and
large scale exercises, including joint training. Each of the CRTCs can support some
unique training, such as Security Police, Medical, Regional Firefighter, Ability to Survive
and Operate, and Weapons of Mass Destruction response.
ANG Wisconsin – Volk Combat Readiness Training Center – Major Peterson.
Restricted Area R-6904 is being raised to 23,000 feet to accommodate High Altitude
Release Bomb training. Representatives from Minneapolis and Chicago Air Route
Traffic Control Centers have been very instrumental in this and many other success
stories. Volk is working chaff and flare issues and Major Peterson advised users to only
use 188 training chaff. Other types of chaff will interfere with FAA radars.
Special Use Airspace Inflight Service Enhancement (SUAISE) – Mitre Corp and FAA
– Mr. Rowe. There is not a well founded system available to pilots today that provides
the real time status of Special Use Airspace. This information would enhance safety,
convenience, flight planning, and efficiency.
Trials of the SUAISE system are ongoing at two MOAs, Brownwood and Westover. The
purpose of these trials is to determine the feasibility of a system that will aid FAA Flight
Service Stations and other FAA personnel in knowing the real time status of Special Use
Airspace and the ability to easily communicate that information.
Recommendations have been made from various sources to develop procedures to
provide more effective distribution of SUA information to service providers, pilots, and
other airspace users. To improve or upgrade automation systems to support near-real
time SUA information processing, planning, scheduling, and routing, to foster
collaboration among all stakeholders to develop a standardized process for resolving
future SUA issues, to continue SUA field trials underway in Florida and Texas as one
way to nurture this collaboration, and to explore future use of prototype systems to assist
Flight Service Station specialists in providing in-flight advisories on SUA status
The plan is to provide easily accessible location – an internet website - to disseminate
information on the status of selected Special Use Airspace, such as Brownwood and
Westover MOA complexes with published Times of Use and Altitudes, daily schedules,
and near-real time images. The system will permit selected FAA customers access to
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SUA information for the purpose of making better informed decisions, particularly for
pre-flight planning, scheduling, and routing. The FAA will solicit periodic feedback from
their customers on the operational impact of the availability of SUA information. They
will evaluate the impact of increased SUA information availability and use evaluations to
make recommendations for FAA MILOPS system improvements to support the National
Airspace Redesign.
This web site is available for more information:
http://ftp.mitrecaasd.org/share/images/.
ATP-200, Special Military Operations Division, plans to add additional SUA trial
locations, most likely at Buckeye MOA in Ohio.
E. Breakout Sessions for Tomorrow
No breakout sessions were identified at this time.
3. SESSION WRAP UP
Colonel Neumann and Colonel Wilson thanked everyone for a very constructive session and
adjourned the afternoon session at 4:50 p.m.
4. COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS – 30 JULY 2003
A. Opening Remarks
Colonel Neumann and Colonel Wilson welcomed everyone back at 8:00 a.m. and
reviewed the session agenda.
B. Military Reps to the FAA – Perspectives/Issues
Lt Col Gillett (AFREP – FAA Central-Great Lakes Region). Volk CRTC personnel met
with Chicago ARTCC representatives to try and reduce the number of airspace denials in
the Volk airspace. There had been 26 airspace denials in a short period of time creating a
very detrimental effect on military training and preparedness. Chicago ARTCC made the
decision to have controllers check with the supervisor before denying Volk airspace.
From November to April, there had only been 4 airspace denials. Communications
works.
Hilltop MOA is in a bad spot for FAA functions. Additionally, the unit was scheduling
more time than it was using. Now the unit only schedules what they need and the results
are much more positive. This is another example of good coordination. The units
provide the ARTCC a five minute call before coming into the area which gives the FAA
controller time to clear the area.
Minneapolis and Chicago ARTCCs see a lot of large force exercises. Telecons have been
set up to increase communication and serve all airspace users more fairly.
The Air Force unit at Whiteman AFB, MO was having an airspace deficiency problem
with Ozark MOA. The unit called Mr. Wingert (Kansas City ARTCC/ZKC 530) with
their problem. A meeting was arranged with the FAA personnel, AFREPs, and the unit to
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resolve the issue. As a result, a new Letter of Agreement (LOA) was developed to
resolve the problems and now the unit can train realistically in Ozark MOA. All of this
occurred because of getting people together.
Another success story is the Alpena Working Group. They meet once a quarter to
identify and resolve issues. The FAA has suggested a restructure of the airspace
sometime in the future for anticipated air traffic needs.
Indianapolis ARTCC was concerned about the proposed Atterbury and Jefferson MOAs
being adjacent to each other which might create a bottleneck for commercial air traffic.
The solution was simplified when the Jefferson MOA representative said that they
wouldn’t schedule the two MOAs at the same time.
Lt Col Gillett recognized Mr. Everson for the outstanding work he has done in improving
communications between DoD and the FAA.
Lt Col Curry (AFREP – FAA Central-Great Lakes Region) discussed the National
Airspace Redesign and specifically Central and Great Lakes region airspace initiatives.
In the Central Region, St Louis is planning to add another runway and improve capacity.
An airspace redesign is being considered that would feature a four cornerpost
configuration and an effort to improve traffic flow to satellite airports, such as Scott AFB.
An Omaha airspace redesign is affected by a runway extension at Epply, 20 new gates,
arrival and departure corridors, and Visual Flight Rules GPS arrival routes into Epply.
Preferred enroute tracks will be modified to reduce conflicts.
The Kansas City East End Resectorization/Restratification involves a redesign of the
Kansas City airspace to improve capacity and reduce delays system wide.
Changes in the Great Lakes Region include proposals for new runways at Detroit,
Cleveland, and Cincinnati. Improvements are proposed for better access to O’Hare
which will also be the foundation for the O’Hare Modernization Program.
Design changes in the enroute structure are aimed at improving the routes and reducing
complexity in high demand areas. These changes will have to ensure compatibility with
other National initiatives. Of particular interest to DoD users of the airspace is the
initiative to increase Special Use Airspace predictability in order to improve utilization.
Future airport growth will be in non-hub configurations and enroute traffic will increase.
C. State Aviation Officials
Mr. Dikkers (Wisconsin/DOT) is a former military pilot and understands military
problems. He added that all states have an equivalent position of a State Airspace
Manager.
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One mission of his office is to prevent or control the encroachment of navigable airspace
by tall structures. Several laws governing these actions include Admin Code TRANS 56,
114.135 Airport Protection, and 114.136 Airport Approach Protection. All of these laws,
however, pertain only to civilian airports.
Everyone has the right to a cellular phone. A major challenge to navigable airspace
started with the Tele-communications Act of 1996. Since then, there has been a
proliferation of tall towers to support the needs of cell phone users. For example, the
number of tall tower studies in Wisconsin jumped from 513 in 1996 to 1869 in 2001.
State laws only apply to civilian airports and airways, but because of Mr. Dikkers
previous military experiences, he is able to identify potential threats to military airspace
safety.
Two recent tall tower proposals were averted by Mr. Dikker’s office. A 350-foot tower
was proposed in proximity to Visual Route (VR) 1616 just outside of Hardwood Range
and an 800 foot tower in the vicinity of VR 604/607, both of which could have posed
serious safety problems for military aircraft.
Another concern is the proliferation of windmill electric generators. Several farms of
these 400-415 foot tall towers are planned in many Wisconsin counties. These, too, will
be a safety concern for civilian and military flight activities.
D. Northwest Airlines - Recognition
Colonel Neumann recognized Northwest Airlines for their proactive support of Iraqi
Freedom. Spin-up training was increased dramatically for many user units of the Volk
airspace and facilities. As a result, Northwest Airlines voluntarily rerouted a good
portion of their commercial traffic around the Volk complex to allow unimpeded training.
The airline had to add extra fuel as compensation for the longer light durations.
Minneapolis ARTCC was also a big player in this noteworthy process.
E. AOPA Perspectives
Mr. Hart (Government Affairs Analyst). AOPA was founded in 1939 by five
Philadelphia businessmen who were concerned about the looming national security
problems for general aviation on the eve of World War II. Circumstances have placed
AOPA in a similar role following the event of September 11 th. Prior to the terrorist
attacks, AOPA was concerned about making flying cheaper, safer, and more accessible to
the average citizen. Now, in addition to those things, AOPA is fighting for the survival of
general aviation.
AOPA is made up of nearly 400,000 aviation enthusiasts and professionals; about 70,000
within the region. This represents well over half of this country’s pilot population. The
General Aviation community is responsible for $64.5B in economic activity. In spite of
GA’s value, the events of 9/11 brought a great deal of change to our industry. AOPA was
immediately in contact with high-ranking officials from the FAA and DOT in an effort to
do whatever we could to play an active role in addressing any security concerns while
getting our constituents back in the air as soon as possible.
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Fair and equitable access for all users is the AOPA goal. AOPA is involved in local and
national airspace redesign efforts to ensure that the needs of our members are taken into
consideration. There is an inherent danger to having a mix of civil and high-performance
military aircraft operating within the same airspace. Although not legally restricted from
operating under Visual Flight Rules (VFR) in some active Special Use Airspace (SUA),
the element of danger serves as a de facto restriction. Better scheduling and real-time data
mitigates this difficulty. It also benefits the military community because it allows GA
pilots to plan around those activities whenever possible.
AOPA’s efforts on the SUA front include making SAMS information available via the
web. There is also a graphical version of SAMS expected for later this year that will
include MTRs. We’ve also worked with the Air Force on a mitigating strategy for Night
Vision Goggle (NVG) “lights-out” training in MOAs, which includes improved radar and
communications coverage, as well as charting and educational initiatives that will help
pilots to better interface with SUA.
New challenges will require our collaborative efforts if we are to be successful. Air traffic
is predicted to double by 2015 and GA will continue to play a vital role in the economy.
There is a trend toward more small business jets. Open dialog is a step in maximizing
our efficient utilization of airspace and AOPA is willing to work with the military to
identify solutions to mutual problems.
Discussion: Will transponders be required in General Aviation aircraft? Many pilots
can’t afford them and many older aircraft do not have electrical systems. The Air Force
is funding an Air Safety Foundation production of an information package that addresses
lights-out training in MOAs. Referring to real-time information on the status of Special
Use Airspace, Mr. Hart felt data link capability in addition to dedicated radio frequencies
would help solve that problem.
Volk has installed an ATIS (Air Traffic Information Service) VHF Frequency of 120.0 to
advise the status of their airspace. Though not charted, knowledge of this service has
been by word of mouth and organizational meetings. This has aided greatly in providing
area General Aviation pilots real time information about the Volk airspace.
Are General Aviation aircraft talking to the FAA Flight Service Stations? Most GA pilots
do not and that is why we need frequencies printed on the aeronautical charts for FAA
points of contact.
F. BLM/Forest Service
Mr. Morgan (USDA Forest Service) provided some insights to the many problems
associated the numerous forest fires that occur every year. Many of the areas susceptible
to wildland fires also have military airspace associated with them because of the low
population density. This does present a potential for aerial conflicts. Many Temporary
Flight Restrictions (TFRs) were in place this year to protect firefighting activities.
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Look for dry conditions and high winds to produce a strong potential for forest fires.
Most fire detection and fighting aircraft operate between 1,000 and 2,000 feet. A fire
traffic area may consist of a TFR that encompasses a radius of 5 nautical miles and up to
2,500 feet above the surface. Tanker aircraft may be holding between 7 and 12 nautical
miles from the fire at approximately 1,500 feet above the ground. There could be
multiple aircraft including helicopters in the area. We need to report any near-miss
incidents through our chains of command.
2002 was a bad year for forest fires. Over 71,000 Fires burned 7.1 Million Acres. There
was a 99% success at initial attack. Approximately 45% of U.S. was in Moderate to
Extreme drought conditions. Structures were protected with 98% success. By July,
28,000 firefighters were assigned plus 600 military personnel. Additional help was
received from Canada, Australia, and New Zealand
Fire season 2000 was one of the most intense and prolonged in decades. There were
92,300 wild land fires across the U.S. 7,000,000 acres forest and public range burned,
861 structures were destroyed, and costs estimated at $2 billion. This is compared to
2002 where 71,160 fires burned 7,112,733 acres. Many of the fires were started by
lightning, but all too many are started by humans.
Mr. Morgan provided a picture of the effect of Urban Interface. Charred ground and
burned forests surrounded a small community and due to the efforts of the fire fighters,
not a structure was lost. This ability is being challenged by a lack of funding.
If you see smoke, assume there is a TFR in place and avoid the area. As of this
presentation, there were 46 active TFRs for forest fires. Firefighting efforts are to contain
fires, not extinguish them, and to keep them away from populated areas. Preventive
measures, such as prescribed burns, are being employed to control future fire potentials.
Helicopter bases may be stationed outside of TFRs so we need to be aware of that
potential danger. Military aircraft are used to aid firefighting when available.
A variety of aircraft are used to fight forest fires. One of the popular and versatile aircraft
utilized in the lakes states is the Canadian amphibian, CL-415. This aircraft can scoop
water out of nearby lakes and distribute it over the fires quickly. C-130s and the WW II
PBY-4 aircraft are no longer used due to recent crashes from structural failures. Other
aircraft deployed to fight fires include the P2-V Neptune, DHC-2 Beaver, P-3A Orion,
and tanked Skycrane helicopters. The Beach Baron twin engine aircraft most commonly
used as lead during fire fighting is being replaced with a turbine powered King Air.
Future aircraft may include a Russian built twin jet-powered amphibian that has great
support capabilities.
Accident rates of firefighting aircraft fluctuate with fire activity, sometimes exceeding the
rates seen in military operations. This is primarily due to the severity of environments
encountered in the mission. There were 13 mishaps last year and 6 fatalities. There have
been 60 accidents in the last 12 years and 32 airmen have lost their lives.
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An Aviation Strategic Plan is under development to address issues such as safety,
training, quality assurance, security, aircraft, cost management, and workforce. Security
is a concern based on knowledge gained from the 9/11 attacks. Possible terrorists have
been known to investigate the use of tanker or aircraft with spray attachments for the
purpose of dispensing biological weapons. Manning is another major consideration as a
result of the work force being undermanned.
A good web site for TFR information is at www.fs.fed.us/R6/fire/aviation/airspace/.
G. National Park Service Perspectives
Mr. Oppermann (Consultant, NPS) thanked General Sullivan, Colonel Wilson, Colonel
Neumann and Major Smith for allowing him to be there and for all of the good things that
have occurred over the past few years as a result of working together. Mr. Oppermann
recognized Colonel Wilson’s ability to run a good meeting and keep things organized. He
also recognized the military mission and the NPS support of that mission. The FAA and
DoD relationship is apparent. Colonel Atkins was also recognized for her outstanding
efforts at FAA Headquarters in supporting the military mission.
Mr. Oppermann reviewed a new Soundscape video that carried a theme of Natural
Sounds. We are exposed to mechanical noise throughout our daily existence and people
look to the National Park System for relief. The now-finalized video will be available for
parks personnel and others to use in briefings and public meetings to convey the concept
of natural sound. Mechanical noise from a wide variety of sources, one of which is
aircraft, is overwhelming the sounds of nature. NPS equipment is also a source of
mechanical noise and that impact must be reduced.
The NPS has historically placed great emphasis on preserving park landscapes and other
park natural and cultural resources, but only in recent years has the agency put the same
kind of emphasis on protecting natural sounds. Natural sounds help measure the
ecological health of parks, and a desired experience in many parks is the ability to hear
the sounds of nature uninterrupted by noise intrusions.
In 1987, Congress, led by Senator John McCain of Arizona, enacted Public Law 100-91,
The National Parks Overflights Act. That Act required the NPS and the FAA to work
together to substantially restore natural quiet at the Grand Canyon and to determine the
effects of commercial air tours on parks throughout the system. Public Law 106-181, The
National Parks Air Tour Management Act of 2000 (NPATMA), provides for the
regulation of commercial air tours throughout the national park system.
With the creation of the Soundscapes Program -- now re-titled the “Natural Sounds
Program” -- the NPS has begun to focus on the sounds of the natural environment, as
well as the landscapes and wildlife, throughout the national park system. The program’s
current top priority is to work with the FAA to implement the NPATMA. Congress
affirmed in the Act that the FAA was responsible for airspace and that the Park Service
was responsible for preserving park resources and values. The two agencies are required
to jointly develop an air tour management plan (ATMP) for every park where air tours
exist or are proposed, and were given two years to comply with the legislation by
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developing ATMPs for 50 to 60 parks. The scope of the project has now been expanded to
include over 100 park sites. As a point of reference, there are over 100,000 flights over
the Grand Canyon NP every year. The FAA and the NPS are working together on how to
model the noise affecting the parks. The Park Service intends for ATMPs to consider
noise generated from all sources, such as snowmobiles, watercraft, park vehicles, and
aircraft.
The Park Service has a statutory responsibility to protect park resources and values
unimpaired while providing for visitor enjoyment and the sound of nature are among
those resources or values. Visitors have a reasonable expectation of experiencing
tranquility, serenity, peace and solitude in certain park areas and the NPS is determined to
continue providing that opportunity. The target audiences for “Soundscapes” education
include: NPS regional and Washington office staff, other federal agencies, state & local
governments, park visitors, the general public, special interest groups, and academia.
The Park Service and the Air Force have developed a special kind of working relationship
and the two agencies along with the National Park Conservation Association (NPCA)
worked together on a joint initiative to develop a communication “Sourcebook” that
would facilitate the exchange of information between the parks and military units. Forty
percent of parks have DoD airspace in the area. This can adversely affect wildlife,
cultural resources, visitor sounds experience, and in some cases, safety. Military airspace
may predate some NPS establishments and the NPS recognizes the military’s need to
train.
The AF/NPS Western Pacific Regional Sourcebook, which was completed in late 2002,
provides park personnel with information about solutions developed at other parks and
encourages them to cooperate with the involved DoD component(s) in search of mutually
acceptable solutions. The first four chapters of the Sourcebook are national in scope and
chapter five is regional with specific Air Force and NPS units. The Western Pacific
Sourcebook met with a very positive reception in both the Air Force and the National
Park Service and was approved at the highest levels of both agencies. The Sourcebook is
available on the Internet at www.AFRanges.net/Sourcebook.html.
Depending on comments from the “field” in both the AF and the NPS, additional
Sourcebooks could be developed for the other Air Force regions.
Mr. Oppermann requested to have anyone who knew of problem areas talk with him
during the breakout time. The Natural Sounds Program is no longer a “stand-alone”
office, having been merged into the Air Resources Division, and has budget problems that
could result in the elimination of Mr. Oppermann’s consulting services. He has strongly
recommended that the NPS continue a strong and consistent national presence at these
regional management council meetings.
H. Breakout Sessions
No breakout sessions were identified for this session of the Central-Great Lakes Region
meeting. Instead, a discussion period followed.
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Discussion: Communications problems with Memphis ARTCC were identified by the
131st Fighter Wing, St Louis, MO. Lindbergh MOA, the unit’s primary air-to-air training
space, is split between Kansas City and Memphis ARTCCs. Memphis will often deny the
southern half of Lindbergh at the slightest provocation leaving the 131 st with inadequate
training space to train realistically.
ACTION ITEM (CE-GL Jul 03 – Mgt 01): MTO contact Memphis and Kansas City
ARTCCs to aid in a solution for better access to Lindbergh MOA by the 131 st Fighter
Wing.
OPR: Mr. Everson, AAT-5
Crypt MOA is often capped at FL 280. The 132 nd Fighter Wing, Des Moines, IA is
looking for better ways to facilitate use in Crypt up to FL 350. Typically, commercial air
traffic over the top of Crypt MOA is very busy, especially if there is weather along the air
route system. FL 350 is available occasionally for special events. The FAA explained
that their hands are pretty much tied during “push” times. Mr. Everson indicated that it
might not get much better. The Minneapolis Airspace Redesign group is going to look at
it.
Mr. Everson questioned how best to notify General Aviation users of lights-out activities
in the MOAs designated for NVG training. The consensus was that the FAA Wings
program might be one avenue to explore.
Airspace denials calls, according to Mr. Kettell (Cleveland ARTCC), can go to the
Military Operations Specialist (MOS) and from there should go the STMC/Operations
Manager and finally the MTOs.
I. Breakout Summaries
Although there were no breakout sessions per se, General Sullivan took this opportunity
to thank all of the FAA participants for their attendance and support. Many issues
surfaced during this meeting and many solutions have been achieved over the past two
years. This was a good meeting with good communications.
5. ACTION ITEM RECAP
Mr. Pierce (SEA, Inc). One Action Item was open from the last meeting of the CentralGreat Lakes Region Airspace/Range Council – Management Session. Colonel Wilson
facilitated this discussion.
ACTION ITEM (CE-GL-July 2002 – Mgt 01): Provide information and guidance to the
MAJCOMs on the application to airspace actions of the altitude-based CATEX.
OPR: AF/XOO-RA
Status: Air Force is getting supporting documentation for the CATEX.
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ACTION ITEM (CE-GL July 03 – Mgt 01): MTO contact Memphis and Kansas City
ARTCCs to aid in a solution for better access to Lindbergh MOA by the 131st Fighter Wing.
OPR: Mr. Everson, ATT-5
Status: Open
6. NEXT MEETING
Colonel Wilson asked for volunteers to host the next meeting of the Central-Great Lakes
Airspace/Range Council – Management Session. Volk CRTC graciously offered their
services to host the next meeting on 27-28 July 2004.
7. ADJOURN
In addition to thanking all meeting participants for a great meeting, Colonel Wilson also
acknowledged the FAA for their participation and thanked them for their support. The
meeting was adjourned at 11:45 a.m.
8. APPROVED
// Signed //
JAMES R. WILSON, Colonel, USAF
Deputy Associate Director for Ranges and Airspace
Air Force Directorate of Operations and Training
Co-Chairman, Central/Great Lakes Airspace/Range
Council

// Signed //
GUNTHER NEUMANN, Colonel, USAF
Commander, Volk Combat Readiness Training
Center, WI ANG
Co-Chairman, Central/Great Lakes Airspace/Range
Council

Attachments:
1. Agenda
2. List of Attendees
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AGENDA
29 JULY 2003

MANAGEMENT SESSION

1:00

Welcoming Remarks

Colonel Wilson
Colonel Neumann

1:15

National Overview

MG Sullivan
Colonel Wilson

1:45

FAA - Manager, Tactical Operations - Update

Mr. Gallo
Mr. Everson

2:30

Break

3:00Unit Operations Briefings
- Aircraft
- Airspace
- Problems and Issues Being Worked or Recently Solved

Major Smith

(Opportunity for other agencies to identify problems/issues)
4:00

MITRE – Prototype SUA Website

4:15

Breakout Sessions for Tomorrow

4:30

Session Wrap Up

Mr. Rowe

Colonel Wilson
Colonel Neumann
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AGENDA
30 JULY 2003

MANAGEMENT SESSION

8:00

Opening Remarks

Colonel Wilson
Colonel Neumann

8:10

Military Reps to the FAA — Perspectives/Issues

AFRep
NAVRep

DARR
8:40State Aviation Officials
- Wisconsin DOT - Aeronautics

Mr. Dikkers

9:00

Northwest Airlines – Recognition

Colonel Neumann

9:10

AOPA Perspectives

Mr. Hart

9:30

BREAK

10:00

National Park Service Perspectives

10:45

Breakout Sessions
- MAJCOM?
- Weapon System?
- Issue – Environmental; Aeronautical?

11:45

Breakout Summaries

11:50

Action Item Recap

Mr. Pierce

11:55

Next Meeting
- 27-28 July 2004
- Volk Field, WI

Colonel Wilson
Colonel Neumann

12:00

Adjourn

Colonel Wilson
Colonel Neumann

Mr. Oppermann
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Fax: 580-8491
Comm: (414) 944-8701
Fax: (414) 944-8491
E-mail: gary.knoll@wimilw.ang.af.mil

Major James Kriesel
ANG/XO
1411 Jefferson Davis Hwy, Suite 5406
Arlington, VA 22202

DSN: 327-2930
Fax:
Comm: (703) 607-2930
Fax:
E-mail: james.kriesel@ngb.ang.af.mil

SSgt Kelly Kuhlmann
172 FS
150 Lightning St.
Battle Creek ANGB, MI

DSN: 580-3280
Fax: 580-3276
Comm: (269) 969-3280
Fax: (269) 969-3276
E-mail: kelly.kuhlmann@mibatt.ang.af.mil

Mr. Bob Lake
ANG/C4RA
1411 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Arlington, VA 22202-3231

DSN: 327-2116
Fax: 329-2822
Comm: (703) 607-2116
Fax: (703) 601-2822
E-mail: bob.lake@ngb.ang.af.mil
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Captain Derek Lundgren
134 ACS
52355 Jayhawk Drive
McConnell AFB, KS 67221

DSN: 743-7963
Fax: 743-7964
Comm:
Fax:
E-mail: derek.lundgren@ksmcco.ang.af.mil

Ms Patricia Malone
WADS/DOAS
852 Lincoln Blvd
McChord AFB, WA 98438

DSN: 382-4603
Fax: 382-4694
Comm: (253) 982-4603
Fax: (253) 982-4694
E-mail: pat.malone@wads.mcchord.af.mil

Mr. Roger McGrath
FAA - Great Lakes Region (AGL-520.3)
2300 E. Devon Ave
Des Plaines, IL 60018

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (847) 294-7048
Fax: (847) 294-7457
E-mail: roger.mcgrath@faa.gov

Lt Col Rob Mohr
131 FW, 110 FS Air Operations Officer
10800 Lambert Intl Blvd, Stop 1
Bridgeton, MO 63044

DSN: 824-6310
Fax: 824-6421
Comm: (314) 527-6310
Fax: (314) 527-6421
E-mail: moss.mohr@mostlo.ang.af.mil

Lt Col Tom Moore
ANG/C4R
1411 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Arlington, VA 22202-3231

DSN: 327-0219
Fax: 329-2822
Comm: (703) 607-0219
Fax: (703) 601-2822
E-mail: thomas.moore@ngb.ang.af.mil

Mr. Gary Morgan
USDA Forest Service
310 W. Wisconsin Ave. Suite 500
Milwaukee, WI 53203

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (414) 297-3632
Fax: (414) 297-3642
E-mail: gmorgan@fs.fed.us

Mr. John Mullen
Minneapolis ARTCC Facility Manager
512 Division St.
Farmington, MN 55024

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (651) 463-5510
Fax:
E-mail: John.T.Mullen@faa.gov

Major Robert Myer
181 FW
Terre Haute, IN

DSN: 724-1234
Fax: 724-1141
Comm: (812) 877-5234
Fax: (812) 877-5141
E-mail: robert.myer@interr.ang.af.mil
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Mr. Doug Nastally
Indianapolis ARTCC
1850 S. Sigsbee St.
Indianapolis, IN 46241

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (317) 247-2517
Fax: (317) 247-2508
E-mail: douglas.m.nastally@faa.gov

Colonel Gunther Neumann
CRTC Volk/CC
100 Independence Dr.
Camp Douglas, WI 54618

DSN: 871-1200
Fax: 871-1399
Comm: (608) 427-1200
Fax: (608) 427-1399
E-mail: gunther.neumann@wicrtc.ang.af.mil

Major Arthur Newsome
55th Wing
Offutt AFB, NE

DSN: 271-6010
Fax:
Comm: (402) 294-6010
Fax:
E-mail: arthur.newsome@offutt.af.mil

Mr. Rick Norris
Cleveland ARTCC, NAR
326 East Lorain
Oberlin, OH 44074

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (440) 774-0651
Fax: (440) 774-0736
E-mail: rick.norris@faa.gov

Mr. Stephen Oppermann
National Park Service - Consultant
3015 S. Linley Ct
Denver, CO 80236

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (303) 922-7409
Fax: (303) 922-5290
E-mail: opie89@hotmail.com

Captain Scot Perkins
Atterbury Range

DSN:
Fax:
Comm:
Fax:
E-mail: Matthew.Perkins@interr.ang.af.mil

Major Ray Peterson
CRTC Volk / DOT
100 Independence Dr.
Camp Douglas, WI 54618

DSN: 871-1530
Fax:
Comm: (608) 427-1530
Fax:
E-mail: ray.peterson@wicrtc.ang.af.mil

Mr. Richard Pierce
SEA Inc
106 Bid A Wee Court
Panama City Beach, FL 32413-2783

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (850) 230-9411
Fax:
E-mail: rpierce211@comcast.net
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Mr. David Pohlman
National Park Service
111 E. Kellogg Blvd.
Saint Paul, MN 55101

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (651) 290-3801
Fax:
E-mail: David.Pohlman@nps.gov

Major Tony Polashek
95 AS / 440 AW
GMIAP-ARS 300 E. College Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53207

DSN: 741-5162
Fax: 741-5917
Comm: (414) 482-5162
Fax: (414) 482-5917
E-mail: apolashek@generalmitchell.afres.af.mil

Mr. James Ries
FAA - Cleveland ARTCC
326 E. Lorain St.
Oberlin, OH 44074

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (440) 774-0319
Fax: (440) 774-0712
E-mail: James.Ries@faa.gov

Lt Col Michael Rizzo
AFREP, SW Region

DSN: 477-2910
Fax:
Comm: (817) 222-5910
Fax:
E-mail: michael.rizzo@faa.gov

Mr. Tom Roherty
FAA - Cleveland ARTCC

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (440) 774-0624
Fax: (440) 774-0712
E-mail: tom.roherty@faa.gov

Mr. Steven Roseman
FAA - Great Lakes Region
2300 E. Devon Ave.
Des Plaines, IL 60018

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (847) 294-7261
Fax: (847) 294-7457
E-mail: steve.roseman@faa.gov

Mr. Dennis Rowe
The MITRE Corporation
7515 Colshire Drive MS #N370
Vienna, VA 22102-7508

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (703) 883-5883
Fax: (703) 883-1911
E-mail: drowe@mitre.org

Lt Col Sam Sansom
CRTC/DO
5884 A St.
Alpena, MI 49707-8125

DSN: 741-3205
Fax: 741-3298
Comm: (989) 354-6205
Fax: (989) 354-6298
E-mail: ewin.sansom@micrtc.ang.af.mil
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Clayton Schaefer
Volk CRTC
100 Independence Ave.
Camp Douglas, WI 54618

DSN: 871-1315
Fax:
Comm: (608) 427-1315
Fax: (608) 427-1346
E-mail: clayton.schaefer@wicrtc.ang.af.mil

Lt Col Jim Schroeder
HQ IL ANG/DO
2672 Berkshire Drive
Geneva, IL 60134-3905

DSN: 555-3580
Fax: 555-3697
Comm: (630) 232-1958
Fax: (630) 845-1707
E-mail: james.schroeder@ilspri.ang.af.mil or
jim@schroeder.com

Lt Col Doug Schwartz
434 ARW

DSN: 928-3371
Fax:
Comm: (765) 688-3371
Fax:
E-mail: douglas.schwartz@grissom.af.mil

Major Brendan Smith
CRTC Volk
100 Independence Dr.
Camp Douglas, WI 54618

DSN: 871-1201
Fax: 871-1888
Comm: (608) 427-1201
Fax: (608) 427-1888
E-mail: brendan.smith@wicrtc.ang.af.mil

MSgt Bob Stolen
132 FW
3100 McKinley Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50321

DSN: 256-8750
Fax: 256-8753
Comm: (515) 256-8750
Fax: (515) 256-8753
E-mail: robert.stolen@iadesm.ang.af.mil

Major Kenith Stone
Jefferson Proving Ground Range
1661 W. Niblo Rd.
Madison, IN 47250

DSN: 724-1116
Fax:
Comm: (812) 689-7295
Fax: (812) 689-3519
E-mail: Kenith.Stone@interr.ang.af.mil

MSgt Bret Stringer
HQ INANG / Det 1
Camp Atterbury, Bldg 124
Edinburgh, IN 46124

DSN: 569-2114
Fax: 569-2579
Comm: (812) 526-1114
Fax: (812) 526-1579
E-mail: bret.stringer@interr.ang.af.mil

MGen Paul Sullivan
ATAG Air, Ohio ANG
2825 Dublin Granville Road
Columbus, OH 43235-2789

DSN: 346-7072
Fax: 346-7074
Comm: (614) 336-7072
Fax: (614) 336-7074
E-mail: paul.sullivan@tagoh.org
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Colonel E.J. Thomas
Headquarters OH ANG
2575 Kent Rd.
Columbus, OH 43221

DSN: 273-7693
Fax:
Comm: (614) 496-1708
Fax:
E-mail: ej@ejthomas.US or
ej.thomas@ohhqtr.ang.af.mil

Colonel Craig Wallace
178 FW - 178 OG/CC
801 "A" Avenue
Springfield-Beckley MAP, OH 45502

DSN: 346-2297
Fax: 346-2331
Comm: (937) 327-2297
Fax: (937) 327-2331
E-mail: craig.wallace@ohspri.ang.af.mil

Captain Jim Walters
132 FW

DSN: 256-8257
Fax: 256-8253
Comm: (515) 256-8257
Fax: (515) 256-8253
E-mail: james.walters@iadesm.ang.af.mil

Lt Col Don Webb
95th Airlift Squadron
300 E. College Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53207-6299

DSN: 950-6046
Fax: 950-5917
Comm: (414) 482-6046
Fax: (414) 482-5917
E-mail: jwebb@generalmitchell.af.mil

Mr. Patrick Welch
ANG/C4R
1411 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Arlington, VA 22202-3231

DSN: 327-2114
Fax: 329-2823
Comm: (703) 607-2114
Fax: (703) 601-2823
E-mail: pat.welch@ngb.ang.af.mil

Mr. Michael Weppner
SEA Inc
1593 Spring Hill Rd., Suite 200
Vienna, VA 22182-2249

DSN:
Fax:
Comm: (703) 852-4020
Fax: (703) 748-1312
E-mail: mweppner@seabase.com

Colonel George White
HQ MOANG
1 Grant Road
St. Louis, MO 63124

DSN: 824-8629
Fax: 824-8610
Comm: (314) 527-8629
Fax: (314) 527-8610
E-mail: george.white@mostlo.ang.af.mil
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MGen Al Wilkening
TAG, Wisconsin
2400 Wright St.
Madison, WI 53708-8111

DSN: 724-3003
Fax: 724-3111
Comm: (608) 242-3003
Fax: (608) 242-3111
E-mail: al.wilkening@wi.ngb.army.mil

BGen James Wilson
HQ INANG
2002 S. Holt Road
Indianapolis, IN 46241-1096

DSN: 346-2322
Fax:
Comm: (937) 322-5855
Fax: (937) 322-5343
E-mail: jim.wilson@ohspri.ang.af.mil

Colonel James Wilson
HQ AF/XOO-RA
2211 Jefferson-Davis Hwy, Ste 368
Arlington, VA 20330

DSN: 329-0213
Fax: 329-0210
Comm: (703) 601-0213
Fax: (703) 601-0210
E-mail: james.wilson1@pentagon.af.mil

Mr. Roger Wingert
Kansas City ARTCC/ZKC 520
250 S. Rogers Rd.
Olathe, KS 66062-1689

DSN: 939-1630
Fax:
Comm: (913) 791-8442
Fax: (913) 791-8769
E-mail: roger.wingert@faa.gov

Captain Troy Zierden
148 FW
4611 Viper Drive
Duluth, MN 55801

DSN: 825-7267
Fax: 825-7461
Comm: (218) 788-7267
Fax: (218) 788-7461
E-mail: troy.zierden@mndulu.ang.af.mil
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